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    11.1  Overview 
 Numerous  videos  and  interactivities  are embedded just where you need them, at the point of learning, in your 
learnON title at   www.jacplus.com.au  . They will help you to learn the content and concepts covered in this topic. 

  11.1.1  Introduction 
 Forensic ballistic investigators use 
the unique bullet grooves created 
by individual guns to make a match 
between bullets and guns. They look at 
the indentations in cartridge cases and 
identify them with the chamber marks 
in the gun they came from. If there 
is no suspect bullet or gun evidence, 
the entry point of a bullet hole can be 
analysed to determine the type and 
size of the gun, at what angle it was 
shot, and the minimum and maximum 
fi ring distance. Exit bullet holes are 
often larger than the bullet and can 
also give clues as to the type of gun 
used. Residue found in and around 
bullet holes is generally made up of 
gunpowder, lead, smoke and unburned 
particles. The clothing or material 
through which the bullet passed is handed over to investigators for analysis. It is microscopically examined and 
chemically processed to determine if there is a pattern of gunshot residue, which provides information on the 
order, distance and angle of the shots. All this may lead to a conviction!   

  11.1.2  Think about forensics  

  FIGURE 11.1    Different guns create different bullet grooves that can 
be used as evidence.   

     1.  If there is no body and no gun at a crime scene, what evidence remains to give clues about what 
happened? 

     2.  What information can be found on a bullet? 
     3.  How do police solve crimes with identical twins when they have the same DNA? 
     4.  Some individuals are born with adermatoglyphia, in which they are born without fi ngerprints. Would these 

people be able to commit the perfect crime? 
     5.  In a robbery, other than DNA evidence, what else might a forensics team search for? 
     6.  How much DNA do you need to create a DNA profi le? 
     7.  Should the DNA and fi ngerprints of all individuals be kept in a database? 
     8.  What is the chance you could be incorrectly convicted of a crime? 
     9.  How might broken glass be important in solving a crime? 
     10.  Why are some crimes unsolved despite all the advances in forensics?   

Resources

Video eLesson   How a gun fi res bullets in slow motion  (eles-4218)   

 Watch this video to observe how bullets are fi red by a specifi c type of handgun, observing 
how the bullet casings fl y out. These can help provide evidence at crime scenes. 
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11.1.3 Science inquiry

INVESTIGATION F.1

Recreating a crime scene

Aim

To recreate a crime scene and show some of the expected evidence that would allow the crime to be 
solved

Materials

 • a large box or container
 • equipment to create a crime scene including different fabrics, pieces of plastic (or rounded glass), cling wrap, 

cellophane and markers
 • scissors
 • sticky tape

Method

 1. Read the excerpt below outlining a crime that has occurred:
The victim was travelling down her street at 8:00 pm after a dinner 
with friends. It seemed the local hoons had been out and about, as 
there were skid marks on the road that were not there 2 hours earlier. 
Arriving home, the victim unlocked her front door, nothing amiss 
except a faint smell of cigarette smoke. Upon walking to her bedroom, 
she noticed that the window had been smashed, creating jagged 
edges and glass everywhere. Immediately she called the police, who 
asked if anything was missing. She went to her jewellery box, noticing 
her engagement ring was gone from its location, hidden away as it no 
longer fit. The police arrived at the scene and searched for clues as to 
who the perpetrator may have been.

 2. Using the materials provided, create a diorama of the crime scene, including some of the evidence that may 
have been found at the scene. Use the information in the story and your imagination to help construct this.

Results

Draw a sketch or take a photo of your model. Label the different evidence at the crime scene.

Discussion

 1. Summarise the evidence that may be used by the police for a conviction and explain why you placed each 
piece of evidence in the location you did.

 2. Why would it be important for a forensics team to wear protective clothes while examining the scene?
 3. How might the police use the evidence to determine who committed the crime?
 4. How would police determine if there was only one person involved or multiple?
 5. What features outside the house might be useful to help solve this crime?
 6. From a search of the evidence, it seemed the thief only opened the jewellery box that contained the ring. 

What might this suggest?

Conclusion

Summarise how evidence is used by forensics teams to solve crimes such as robberies.

elog-0723

Resources

eWorkbooks Forensics eWorkbook (ewbk-6494)
Student learning matrix (ewbk-6527)
Starter activity (ewbk-6528)

Practical investigation eLogbook Forensics Practical investigation eLogbook (elog-0735)
Access and answer an online Pre-test and receive immediate corrective feedback  
and fully worked solutions for all questions.
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  11.2 The Forensic Herald             

  11.2.1  A report from  The Forensic Herald   

  LEARNING INTENTION 

  At the end of this subtopic you will be able to explain how crime scenes are investigated and provide examples of 
evidence that can be found. 

  FIGURE 11.2   Shots exploded from the Lazy Lizard’s Latte Café today, shattering the quiet streets of Ballarat.  
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Sergeant Hurst gave a candid account of the scene, describing it as one of 
upheaval upon arrival.

‘We found the three deceased people, a waitress and two patrons, all bound 
together with rope, behind the counter of the café. Each had been shot once. 
And we found traces of blood leading all the way out the door, and tyre 
marks in the street. So far eight bullet holes in the walls and two through 
the window have been identified, and investigators are searching for shells 
and casings as we speak. It was very eerie being the first person there 
because everything was very still and quiet, except for the ceiling fan that 
was blowing receipts all over the place, and a burning coffee pot.’

The entire street has been sealed off while investigators collect evidence, a 
process that could take another day.

‘I can confirm that all of the deceased are known to have police records, 
and at this stage it seems the attack was a robbery as the cash register was 
found empty. We have no witnesses other than the neighbour who called us. 
She said that she heard at least six shots,’ said Sergeant Hurst.

Blockades have been established at all the main roads leading out of 
Ballarat, and extra patrol cars are on the beat. Residents are urged to be 
aware of anyone acting suspiciously and to notify police about any possible 
information regarding the attack.

11.2 Exercise 

ACTIVITY: Map of the crime scene

In groups, brainstorm what you think happened at the Lazy Lizard’s Latte Café and present your three key ideas 
to the class. Create an annotated map of the crime scene that includes the café, street and the possible location 
of evidence.

To answer questions online and to receive immediate feedback and sample responses for every question, go 
to your learnON title at www.jacplus.com.au. 

Resources

eWorkbook How observant are you? (ewbk-6496)

Additional automatically marked question sets

FIGURE 11.3  Evidence left 
at the crime scene, showing 
a bloody footprint

Select your pathway

LEVEL 2
Questions
2, 5, 7, 9

LEVEL 3
Questions
4, 6, 11

LEVEL 1
Questions
1, 3, 8, 10
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11.3  Who knows who dunnit?

11.3.1 Forensic scientists
In Australia, there are two types of forensic investigators: police officers who are trained to collect certain 
evidence at a crime scene, for example, fingerprint and ballistics experts and photographers; and there are 
forensic scientists. Forensic investigators study the objects or evidence, and provide an expert opinion that can 
then be used in court.

Forensic scientists are usually university-trained professionals who work in their 
field of specialty and lend their skills to legal investigations. Forensic science is not a 
specific branch of science, but a general term for the many disciplines used in crime 
scene investigation.

The administration of forensic science is the responsibility of each state and territory. In smaller regions, where 
fewer police work at the stations, they carry out more forensic investigations themselves, while in larger areas 
such as cities, there are more staff who specialise in different fields. Most forensic scientists work in a number 
of laboratory, medical and field science situations.

evidence    facts or information 
that can be examined 
to determine whether a 
proposition is true

Use the report from The Forensic Herald, and the details in this subtopic to answer the following questions.

Remember and understand

 1. How many bullet holes have been found so far? Why do you think this is significant?

Apply and analyse

 2. What evidence is there that indicates at least one other person was in the café at the time?
 3. What evidence is there that could indicate the amount of time that passed during and after the attack?
 4. Write down all the factors in this story that you think could be clues. Explain why they might be useful.
 5. Match the following evidence that could be gathered from a scene with the information that could be found 

from it.

Evidence Information

a. Blood traces A. Fingerprints, lip prints, DNA

b. Tyre marks B. Location of shooter, gun type

c. Bullet holes C. Trace where it was purchased

d. Rope D. Car types, direction

e. Café glasses, crockery and cutlery E. Movement of the killer, DNA, blood type

 6. What lead would you follow up first? Why?
 7. What physical and mental traits do you think the perpetrator would need to carry out this crime?
 8. What sorts of questions would you ask the neighbours during your investigations?
 9. If all the victims have criminal records, what type of information do you think police will already have on 

them?
 10. Explain why the entire street was sealed off during the collection of evidence.

Evaluate and create

 11.  SIS  Write up a one-page report on your initial conclusions of what happened at the Lazy Lizard’s Latte Café.

Fully worked solutions and sample responses are available on your digital formats.

LEARNING INTENTION

At the end of this subtopic you will be able to identify different individuals involved in forensics and understand 
the difference between medical forensic scientists and forensic field scientists.
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  11.3.2  Medical forensic scientists 

 Forensic biologist 
 Forensic   biologists   look at the   genetics   of those involved in a crime (fi gure 11.7). They look at blood types 
and conduct   DNA   profi ling to identify people at the scene of a crime, and to match   suspects   to evidence. 

 Forensic chemist 
 Forensic   chemists   will be asked to  analyse  any substances found at the scene of a crime. They may be asked 
to establish exactly what a substance is, for example, what type of explosive has been used. If police suspect 
poisoning, they will call a toxicologist, a chemist who specialises in poisons, to determine what type of drug 
has been seized, or what poisonous residue has been found, in a coffee cup, for instance.   

 Forensic odontology 
 Also known as forensic dentistry, these investigators study the dental evidence found at a crime scene and help 
identify unknown corpses (fi gure 11.6). Dental enamel is the hardest substance in the body so is often well 
preserved and can be compared to dental records. Clues can be provided as to the age and identity of a victim 
by comparing dental evidence to x-rays, dental casts and photographs. Forensic   odontologists   are called to the 
scene of mass casualties. They can also provide an assessment of bite-mark injuries.   

 Forensic pathologist 
 These investigators are licensed    pathologists     in charge of examining 
bodies to determine things such as the cause of death, wounds and injuries. 
It is the forensic pathologist who carries out the postmortem — a medical 
examination of dead bodies, to determine how a person died. 

 Forensic anthropologist 
 These specialists help identify bodies that are decomposed, burned or 
otherwise unrecognisable. They often work in criminal cases where there 
are only skeletal remains. By analysing the age of the bones and the marks 
on them, they can help establish the time of death, and the types of wounds 
sustained by a victim. Forensic   anthropologists   are often called upon to 
identify victims of mass disasters.  

Laboratory
forensic
science:
• biological
• chemical
• fingerprinting 
• ballistics  

  FIGURE 11.4   Examining DNA and blood up close 
is important in forensics.  

  FIGURE 11.5    Some widely different bullet casings 
from a database of bullets found at a crime scene.   

biologists    scientists who study the 
science of life

genetics    the study of genes

DNA    a substance found in all living 
things that contains genetic information

suspects    people who are thought to be 
guilty of a crime

chemists    scientists who study the 
atoms and molecules that make up all 
substances

odontologists    scientists who study the 
structure and diseases of teeth

pathologists    people who study 
the causes and effects of diseases, 
examining samples for diagnostic or 
forensic purposes

anthropologists    people who are 
experts in humans and human remains
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Forensic psychiatrist
Forensic psychiatrists are medically trained doctors. 
They evaluate a person’s mental state, both at the time of 
an offence and during their trial. They can also be called 
on to give their opinion about a psychological issue; are 
involved in caring for prisoners, particularly mentally ill 
offenders; and provide psychological profiles of unknown 
perpetrators.

Forensic psychologist
Forensic psychologists are not medical doctors, but are 
trained in psychology. They perform counselling and 
therapy for problems relating to depression, relationship 
breakdown and grief, for instance. They also assist in 
cases such as child custody disputes and child abuse. 
Like forensic psychiatrists, they can advise judges on the 
state of defendants and victims’ mental health, and provide criminal profiles. They can give their opinions on 
civil court law cases such as workers’ compensation and wrongful death suits, as well.

11.3.3 Forensic field scientists

Computer forensics
This is the investigation of home computers, office 
workstations, CDs and laptops. Investigators look at the 
data storage and processing equipment to determine if 
it has been used for illegal or unusual activities.

Forensic botanist
Botanists can use their knowledge to investigate 
evidence such as plants, seeds and soil to place a 
suspect at the scene of a crime. For example, soil from 
a different location could be found in a boot print at the 
scene. A pollen grain might be found within this soil 
that can then be traced back to a plant from a suspect’s 
garden.

FIGURE 11.6 A skull found at a crime scene can be 
identified using dental records.

FIGURE 11.7 This forensic scientist processes evidence 
in a laboratory equipped for DNA extraction.

FIGURE 11.8  The facial reconstruction of a 
victim is built up from a plaster cast of the 
victim’s skull. This is then covered in clay to 
simulate the facial muscles.

psychiatrists    psychologists that 
are also qualified medical doctors

psychology    the systematic 
study of thoughts, feelings and 
behaviours

civil court    a court that handles 
legal disputes, not crimes

compensation    money that 
is awarded to someone in 
recognition of loss or injury

botanists    scientists who study 
the life of plants

Forensic �eld science

• crime scenes
• �re
• explosions
• engineering
• computer forensics

FIGURE 11.9  The 
role of a forensic field 
scientist
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Forensic engineering
This type of investigation is generally carried out for 
civil cases. Engineers look at materials and structures 
that do not operate properly. Most engineering 
disasters such as train derailments and aircraft 
accidents are subject to forensic investigation. For 
example, forensic engineers were involved at the start 
of 2020 when a Sydney–Melbourne train derailed 
at Wallan, leading to the death of the two drivers. 
Insurance companies also use forensic engineers to 
investigate liability. Appliances, industrial machinery 
and basic tools can all be investigated if they cause 
injury or property damage.

Forensic entomology
A forensic entomologist studies the life cycles 
of insects such as flies, which feed on corpses, 
to determine the approximate time of death. An 
entomologist can also determine whether a body 
has been moved to a different location, based on the 
types of insects found at the scene.

Flies are attracted to carrion such as human corpses. 
Different species of fly lay their eggs at different 
times and their larvae feed on different tissues. By 
studying the insect population of a corpse and the 
number and type of insects found on a body, as well 
as their stage of development, the time of death can 
be determined.

CASE STUDY: Entomology at work

In 2000, Australian entomologist Dr James Wallman was called on to investigate 
the body of an African man found in a shipping container in Adelaide. Investigators 
worked out that the container originated on the east coast of Africa and travelled 
from Dar es Salaam, in Tanzania, to Durban and then on to Fremantle by ship. It was 
taken to Adelaide by train. The man had apparently tried to hitch a ride down the 
coast of Africa, but was trapped and died of dehydration, having only a small bottle 
of water with him. Dr Wallman found three species of African flies on the man’s body, 
and inspected their stages of development. The indications were that a blowfly 
infestation occurred when the shipping container was near Durban, and that the 
death probably took place en route between Durban and Dar es Salaam.

DISCUSSION

In small groups, discuss the pros and cons of each type of job involved in forensics. Of the different jobs in 
forensics, discuss in a group which job you would be most interested in and why.

engineering    the field of 
science and technology that 
applies scientific principles to 
design and build structures

liability    an obligation, 
responsibility, hindrance or 
something that causes a 
disadvantage

entomologist    a person who 
studies insects

FIGURE 11.11  The population of insects in a corpse 
can be studied to determine the time of death.

FIGURE 11.10  Forensic engineers explore disasters 
such as train derailments.
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11.3 Exercise 

To answer questions online and to receive immediate feedback and sample responses for every question, go 
to your learnON title at www.jacplus.com.au. 

Remember and understand

 1.  MC  What is a postmortem?
 A. A forensic pathologist
 B. The cause of death
 C. An examination of a witness
 D. An examination of a dead body

 2. Name the two broad groups of forensic scientists.
 3. Complete the following sentence by filling the gaps with the terms entomologists and botanists. 

___________________ investigate plants, seed and soil, whereas ___________________ examine the life 
cycles of insects.

 4.  MC  Which of the following forensic scientists examine dental evidence to identify victims?
 A. Entomologists
 B. Biologists
 C. Pathologists
 D. Odontologists

Apply and analyse

 5. You have found traces of white powder in a wine glass at a crime scene. Who would you ask to analyse it, 
and what do you want to know about it?

 6. What clues would the soil found on the bottom of a suspect’s shoe give?
 7. How can environmental factors, such as the weather or scavengers, affect the rate of decomposition of a 

corpse?

Evaluate and create

 8. Create a Venn diagram comparing forensic psychologists and forensic psychiatrists.
 9.  SIS  Research the work of a forensic scientist and find out about one of the cases they have been involved 

in. Write a report of this case, trying to ensure both qualitative and quantitative data is included.
 10.  SIS  Research the average salary of all the different types of forensic scientists and create a bar graph to 

display this data.

Fully worked solutions and sample responses are available on your digital formats.

Resources

eWorkbook Forensic scientists (ewbk-6498)

Additional automatically marked question sets

Select your pathway

LEVEL 1
Questions
1, 3, 4

LEVEL 2
Questions
2, 6, 8

LEVEL 3
Questions
5, 7, 9, 10
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  11.4   Forensic toolbox   

  11.4.1  The old-school forensic toolbox 
‘Those were desperate times for policemen in a hostile country with unpaved streets and uneven sidewalks, 
sometimes miles from the police station, with little prospects of assistance in case of need ... It took nerve to be 
a policeman in those days.’  So reported Chief Francis O’Neill of the Chicago Police Department in 1903. 

 A typical forensic toolbox used by crime scene investigators 100 years ago was very basic compared to those 
used today. Although many of the basic techniques and principles remain the same, modern technology has 
enhanced the effi ciency and accessibility of equipment. However, human observation and intuition are still the 
most important tools in forensic science.  

Tin containers: used
to collect evidence

Sketch pad for recording the scene:
without cameras, investigators relied
on artistic impressions as a record
of the crime scene.

Magnifying glass: an
essential tool for early
forensic scientists,
used for many types of
analysis

Pocket knife: a very versatile tool.
Evidence could be scraped off a
surface, probed or cut off an object. 
Samples could be handled without
touching them with bare hands.

Calipers: the Bertillon method was
practised in the late 1800s and early
1900s. One of the �rst methods of 
criminal identi�cation, it involved
measuring various parts of the body.
Details, including a suspect’s name,
photo and physical measurements were
kept on �le, and used to identify known
criminals. This was replaced with the
more accurate method of �ngerprinting. 

Fingerprinting brush and powder or
crystal violet solution: no two people
have identical �ngerprints and this has
been an invaluable source of evidence
for forensic investigators over the
years. The patterns on each �ngertip
are formed when we are four- or �ve-
month-old embryos, and do not
change throughout our entire life.

  FIGURE 11.12    The old-school forensic toolbox is very different from what is currently used.  

  LEARNING INTENTION 

  At the end of this subtopic you will be able to describe the different tools used in forensics and be able to 
understand how fi ngerprints are used in forensic investigations. 
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  11.4.2  Analysing fi ngerprints 
 Every fi ngerprint is unique, formed by various friction ridges on the surface of fi ngers. The examination of 
fi ngerprints is known as dactyloscopy. 

 While the purpose of fi ngerprints is not well known, they provide vital clues in crime scenes, and have been 
used to help solve crimes throughout history. Crimes were solved using fi ngerprints starting in the late 1800s, 
but the uniqueness of fi ngerprints have been understood for an even longer period, with fi ngerprints used to 
authenticate government documents and contracts in ancient times. 

 There are two main types of fi ngerprint evidence that can be found in crime scenes: 

     • Patent fi ngerprints   (or visible prints) are the easiest to see, often caused by visible substances such as 
blood or ink. An example of a patent fi ngerprint is shown in fi gure 11.13a. 

     • Latent fi ngerprints   are invisible to the human eye and often caused by sweat and oil on the surface 
of the fi nger. These are the prints in forensic investigations that are often seen by dusting powder or 
chemicals over them to gain the print. An example of a latent fi ngerprint is shown in fi gure 11.13b.    

     •  Other fi ngerprints, such as plastic fi ngerprints (fi ngerprints embedded into a surface as a 3D impression, 
such as pushing fi ngers into a bar of soap or wax), may also be found at a crime scene.   

 While full fi ngerprints are ideal and provide a richer amount of evidence, often 
fi ngerprints at crime scenes are   partial prints  . Partial prints are a small and 
incomplete section of a full fi ngerprint. However, these can still be used in crime 
scenes and forensics. 

 Identifying fi ngerprints 
 One of the earliest ways to explore fi ngerprints was through the examination of three 
main patterns: arches, loops and whorls. Sometimes, a composite of these may also 
be seen. These are shown in fi gure 11.14.  

CompositeWhorlLoopArch

  FIGURE 11.14    Different patterns seen within fi ngerprints  

  FIGURE 11.13      a.   Patent fi ngerprints and   b.   latent fi ngerprints  

a. b.

patent fi ngerprints    fi ngerprints 
that leave a visible mark on a 
surface

latent fi ngerprints    fi ngerprints 
that are invisible to the human eye

partial prints    a small and 
incomplete section of a full 
fi ngerprint
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Loops are the most common feature seen in fingerprints, found in over 60% of all fingerprints. Whorls are the 
next most common feature seen, followed by arches and composites. Other patterns such a double loops and 
single loops may also be seen. Other unique irregularities (referred to as Galton’s details) may also appear in 
fingerprints. This furthers the unique nature of fingerprints between individuals (and between each finger).

When collecting fingerprints from individuals, two types of methods are used: rolled fingerprints (through 
rolling the finger from one side to the other, as shown in figure 11.15b), and flat fingerprints. Both of these are 
usually taken to better verify the prints and ensure accuracy.

While fingerprints used to be checked manually, databases are now used to help find matching fingerprints 
more rapidly. An example of this is a database such as the Automated Fingerprint Identification System.

FIGURE 11.16  The Automated Fingerprint Identification System

FIGURE 11.15  a. Both rolled and flat fingerprints are taken in crime investigations. b. An individual providing a 
rolled fingerprint

a. b.
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INVESTIGATION F.2

Are you a loop, arch, whorl or composite?

Aim

To compare different fingerprint patterns

Materials

 • an ink pad (black or blue)
 • paper
 • magnifying glass
 • soap
 • towel

Method

 1. On the left side of the paper write Left, and on the right side, write Right.
 2. Press all your fingers across the ink pad and then place the left-hand fingers on the left half of the page 

(ensure you use the full pads, not just the fingertips), beginning with the thumb and then the fingers.
 3. Then do the same with the right hand on the right side of the paper.
 4. After cleaning your hands, label each print: thumb, index finger, middle finger, ring finger and little finger.
 5. You may wish to also do rolling fingerprints for each of your fingers and compare the results.

Result

Show each of your fingerprints, with labelled arches, loops, whorls and composites.

Discussion

 1. Looking at the examples above, classify each of your prints.
 2. Find out the most common type of fingerprint pattern in your class.
 3. Which of your fingerprints are the most similar?
 4. Is there anyone in the class with a similar fingerprint to you?
 5. Identify two scenarios where the uniqueness of fingerprints can be used, other than in solving crimes.

Conclusion

Summarise your findings about fingerprints and how these are used in forensics.

elog-0723

DISCUSSION

Do you think all individuals should have their fingerprints kept on file? Outline the pros and cons of this and share 
your findings with others in the class. Does the opinion of others change your thoughts at all?

Resources

Video eLesson Creating a rolling fingerprint (eles-4219)
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11.4.3 The modern forensic toolbox
The modern forensic toolbox is more sophisticated and complex than the one used 100 years ago. Crime 
laboratories were set up around the world in the 1920s, and this meant a more controlled environment was 
required when collecting evidence.

Forensic kits, as shown in figure 11.19, also contain:

 • a camera — to record the scene, with a photograph documentation kit marking evidence
 • a torch
 • a sexual assault kit — for collecting evidence in rape or assault cases, one each for the victim and the 

suspect, including medical history forms, clothing collection bags, containers for debris such as nail 
scrapings, slides and boxes for swab collection, paper disk for saliva sample, and blood vials

 • tape — to seal off the crime scene area (blue and white police tape)

ACTIVITY: Identifying handwriting

Collect two pieces of paper and write the word ‘forensics’ on both pieces of paper. You should use the same 
handwriting for both. Your teacher should shuffle all the papers and hand two out at random to each person.

By analysing the handwriting, move around the room to try and find the matching pieces of paper for each of 
your samples written by the same person.

ACTIVITY: Analysing your handwriting

A magnifying glass bends light rays (refraction) to make things look 
bigger. If you use a magnifying glass to look closely at a sample of 
handwriting, you will see more clearly the slant of the writing, the 
curls of the letters, the pressure on the paper, and the height and 
width of the writing. All these are characteristic of your handwriting. 
Look at your own signature under a magnifying glass.

Comment on:
 1. The style of your writing — the spacing, slant, size and curls of 

the letters.
 2. The pressure of your writing on the page.
 3. The consistency in your writing — do the same letters look 

identical each time you write them?
 4. Any other observations.
Compare your writing to others. What do you notice?

FIGURE 11.17  Handwriting can be 
used as evidence in many cases.

CASE STUDY: Ransom notes

In 1932, the son of legendary aviator Charles Lindbergh was kidnapped from his 
crib. Thirteen ransom notes were sent to the family and eventually $50 000 was 
handed to a man known as ‘John’ in return for a receipt and the details of where 
the child could be found. But the child was discovered dead.

A massive nationwide investigation was held, and one of the methods of 
investigation was a thorough analysis of the ransom notes. Almost all experts who 
examined the notes believed they were written by the same person. They thought 
that the writer was of German nationality and had spent some time in America. 
Eventually illegal German immigrant Bruno Richard Hauptmann was charged with 
the kidnapping.

FIGURE 11.18  One of 
the ransom notes left 
by the kidnapper
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 • disposable protective clothing, masks and gloves
 • a notepad and pens — to record observations
 • an entomology kit — for collecting and preserving insect evidence, including gloves, jars, ethyl alcohol, 

labels, a scalpel, a spatula and tweezers
 • paper, plastic bags and glass tubes — for collecting evidence
 • a cast kit — with putty and frames for making casts of tyres, footwear, and tool mark impressions
 • tweezers and cotton swabs — for collecting evidence such as hair and fibres
 • labels for evidence
 • a hazmat spill kit — for handling hazardous materials.

11.4.4 Ultraviolet light
Ultraviolet light (UV light) is the band of wavelengths between visible 
light and x-rays on the electromagnetic spectrum. When exposed to this 
light source, many materials glow. Ultraviolet lights are used to identify 
many different types of evidence that cannot be seen in daylight, including 
fingerprints, counterfeit documents and accelerants in suspected arson 
cases. It can also be used to determine the fluorescent imprint that 
a speedometer needle leaves when determining how fast a car was going at 
the time of collision. The oil stains left on a road may assist in discovering 
the type of car driven as various oils glow differently under UV light.

fibres    a thread that makes up a material 
such as a piece of clothing

ultraviolet light    light that is invisible to the 
human eye but can be used to make certain 
substances glow

counterfeit    an imitation or fake replica of 
money or a document

accelerants    a substance that spreads fire 
easily

arson    the criminal act of deliberately setting 
fire to property

speedometer    the instrument that displays 
the speed of a vehicle such as a car or truck

Fingerprint supplies:
including ink, print cards,
lifting tape and dusting
powders

Kit for collecting
blood and other
bodily �uids

Laser: ultraviolet and
infra-red lighting for
exposing certain
types of evidence not
seen under normal
lighting by the naked
eye; for example,
traces of blood,
�ngerprints and 
�bres.

Magnifying glass:
for close
examination

FIGURE 11.19  Some of the tools used in more modern forensic kits — what else might be used?
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FIGURE 11.20  UV light can be used to explore counterfeit money.

elog-0727
INVESTIGATION F.3

Exploring UV light

Aim

To explore what type of objects are fluorescent under UV light

Materials

 • UV lights
 • various objects including money (coins and paper), glassware, substances/chemicals (such as lemon juice 

and detergent) and any other objects

Method

 1. Place samples of different substances, such as lemon juice and detergent, on a piece of paper (only small 
amounts are needed).

 2. Use a UV light to investigate different objects and note down your observations.
 3. Touch different objects explored and examine this under UV light. Can you see any evidence that you 

touched the object?

Results

Copy and complete a table similar to what is shown. Remember to add a title to your table. 

Object Observation

Discussion

 1. What types of objects are fluorescent under UV light?
 2. Why are UV lights used in solving crimes?

Conclusion

Summarise your findings about the use of UV lights in forensic investigations.
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11.4.5 The polygraph
The polygraph, or ‘lie detector’, was invented in 1921 by medical student John Larson. Police began using 
the test in 1924 as a measure of testing if someone was lying. It works by placing a series of sensors on parts 
of the body that have involuntary stress reactions when an individual lies. When a person is asked questions, 
pens record measurements of pulses, perspiration, breathing and blood pressure on graph paper with each 
answer. Today, the sensors are much more accurate and the signals received are monitored electronically. But 
the polygraph still can’t indicate that a suspect is lying, only that they have had a response to the question. 
However, modern polygraphs are very hard to fool!

ACTIVITY: Two truths and a lie

In small groups, play two truths and a lie (tell your teammates two true facts about yourself and one lie). See if 
others in your group can guess the lie. Have them write down a list of signs that made them think you were lying.

Repeat the activity, and see if you can adjust your behaviour to make your lie less obvious. Repeat this with all 
members of your group.

FIGURE 11.21  Polygraph tests can explore a response to a question, which can signify that an individual may 
be lying.

Resources

eWorkbook Forensic toolkits (ewbk-6502)

Additional automatically marked question sets
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To answer questions online and to receive immediate feedback and sample responses for every question, go 
to your learnON title at www.jacplus.com.au.

Remember and understand

 1. List three items a crime scene investigator might have carried one hundred years ago.
 2. What is the Bertillon method?
 3. Explain how the polygraph works.
 4. List three items a modern crime scene investigator carries in their toolbox that an investigator didn’t have 

one hundred years ago.
 5. How is an arch fingerprint different from a loop?

Apply and analyse

 6. Describe how ultraviolet light can be used to identify evidence. Provide three clear examples.
 7. Investigators who relied on a magnifying glass one hundred years ago would have found it very useful. What 

evidence, besides handwriting, might they have examined with it?
 8. Explain why you think fingerprint evidence would be more accurate than the Bertillon method.
 9. a.  Looking at the contents of the two forensic toolboxes, what methods are still in practice today and how  

  have they changed?
 b. Predict some changes these methods may have in the future.

Evaluate and create

 10.  SIS  Police fingerprinted four suspects. By comparing the fingerprints with the fingerprints found at the 
crime scene, decide which suspect was at the scene. Justify your response, referring to the different 
components of the fingerprints.

 11. Using online resources, investigate and report on:
 a. the pros and cons of the polygraph. Is it considered a reliable modern tool? Why?
 b. the Charles Lindbergh abduction case. What other piece of evidence left at the scene was a major factor in 

convicting Hauptmann? Explain the investigation.
 c. the tools that are contained in a Hazmat spill kit.

Fully worked solutions and sample responses are available on your digital formats.

Suspect 1 Suspect 2 Suspect 3 Suspect 4Fingerprint
from scene

11.4 Exercise 

Select your pathway

LEVEL 1
Questions
1, 4, 7

LEVEL 2
Questions
2, 5, 9, 10

LEVEL 3
Question
3, 6, 8, 11
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11.5  Discovering the truth through forensics

11.5.1 An old crime solved
The developments in forensic technology over the past one hundred years have helped some old mysteries be 
revisited, and solved.

In 1874, six prospectors became trapped in heavy snow at Lake 
City, Colorado. Only one prospector, Alferd Packer, made it back to 
civilisation. He told varying tales of how the others had died, and 
said that some had eaten the dead to stay alive. Packer looked fit and 
healthy and authorities were suspicious. Eventually he was convicted 
of five counts of manslaughter and sentenced to 40 years in prison. 
Since his conviction, there have been many rumours in the Wild West 
about what had really happened. Some believed Packer was innocent, 
while others believed he was guilty and that he had eaten his victims.

In 1989, a forensic investigator exhumed the victims’ bodies, hoping 
to determine what had happened. Packer had sometimes said that 
the men died of starvation or accidents, except for one who was 
shot. Using modern anthropological techniques, the investigator 
found that the bones showed the men had died violently, trying to 
defend themselves, and they had been de-fleshed by knives. Four 
of the skulls had been struck with a blunt object. The investigator’s 
conclusion was that Packer’s plea of innocence was entirely false.

11.5.2 Human codes
The cells that make up living things contain information. For the 
living thing it belongs to, this information is like a recipe. Information 
is stored in DNA (deoxyribonucleic acid), which is the individual 
genetic code of each person that determines their physical makeup. 
DNA is different for different people, but the DNA in all of the cells 
of any one person is the same. Only identical twins have the same 
DNA as each other. 

A single drop of blood found at a crime scene contains information 
about the person it came from. DNA profiling is a test that compares 
blood from a crime scene with that of a suspect. Actually, it’s not just 
blood that can be used in this test. Body fluids, like saliva, hair roots 
and dead skin cells, can be tested as well. Humans drop hair and skin 
cells all the time and criminals often leave DNA evidence behind. 
Scientists can even trace the path of a piece of paper from the DNA 
left by people who have touched it.

DNA is usually used to help solve a crime in two ways. If a suspect has not been identified, biological 
evidence can be taken from a crime scene and analysed, then compared to the profiles of known offenders who 
are already in criminal DNA databases. If a suspect has been found, then their DNA can be directly compared 
to that found at the crime scene. DNA not only identifies criminals, but has been used in recent years to prove 

LEARNING INTENTION

At the end of this subtopic you will be able to explain how DNA can be used in forensic investigations to solve 
crimes.

FIGURE 11.22  Alferd Packer, 
known as The Colorado Cannibal

FIGURE 11.23  A DNA profile is a 
representation of an individual’s 
DNA, providing a ‘genetic 
fingerprint’.
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the innocence of some prisoners. There have been many cases over the past two decades where old DNA 
evidence, seized from a crime scene decades ago, has not matched the profile of the person in jail.

Kirk Bloodsworth was the first man in the US to be exonerated for a crime for which he was sentenced to 
death. In 1985, he was convicted of the sexual assault and murder of nine-year-old Dawn Hamilton. He 
protested his innocence, but at the time DNA testing was not used. In 1992, after DNA testing had become 
more common, prosecutors agreed to let the Forensic Science Associates examine a small stain found on the 
victim’s clothing. They concluded it did not match Kirk’s genetic profile, and in 1993 he was released from 
prison. One year later, the stain was checked against the DNA profiles of convicted sex offenders, and a man 
named Kimberly Ruffner was identified — a man Kirk had lifted weights with in the prison gym.

11.5.3 The power of a testimony
Forensic scientists are regularly called to give evidence in court on what they think 
happened. Sometimes, interpretations of forensic evidence are incorrect. Below is 
an example of how the opinions of forensic scientists first sent a woman to jail, and 
then later released her.

One of the most famous criminal cases in Australian history began with Lindy 
Chamberlain’s claim, in 1980, that a ‘dingo stole my baby’. Blood was found in the 
tent the child had been sleeping in, near Uluru, but no photos were taken. Police 
were suspicious of Lindy’s claim, and in 1982 she was found guilty of murdering 
her baby. As there was no body found, no weapon, and no motive established, the 
case against her was built largely on the evidence of two forensic scientists.

 • A forensic biologist stated she had found evidence of blood throughout 
Lindy’s car. She took scrapings from the car, placed them on filtered paper 
and added a solution called orthotolidine, which is used to identify the 
presence of blood. They showed up bright blue and the biologist said this 
proved there was once blood all through the front of the vehicle, as well as on 
the zipper of a camera bag kept in the car.

CASE STUDY: DNA profiling

Samples of blood, body fluids or skin that are collected from the 
crime scene are taken to a laboratory.

DNA is removed from the sample. Separating enzymes cut the 
DNA into small pieces at specific points.

The pieces of DNA from different samples are lined up across a 
jelly-like substance.

When electricity is passed through the sample, the pieces of DNA 
spread across the jelly-like substance. As the pieces spread, they 
form a pattern on the autograph.

DNA samples collected from a suspect go through the same 
process as the sample from the crime scene.

The autograph is for matching pieces of DNA from the different 
samples.

DISCUSSION

In groups of three or four, create a list of arguments for and against all people providing a DNA sample to keep on 
police records. Share your list with the rest of the class during a class discussion.

FIGURE 11.24  The pattern that DNA 
from the crime scene forms on a 
profile is compared to the patterns of 
DNA from the suspects.

FIGURE 11.25  
A dingo was 
responsible for 
the death of Lindy 
Chamberlain’s baby.
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 • A forensic odontologist told the court that the damage to the jumpsuit found at the scene showed no 
evidence of either tooth marks or saliva from a dingo. He concluded that the jumpsuit had been cut with 
scissors.

 • Lindy was found guilty and sentenced to life imprisonment. In 1986, the case was re-opened and two 
years of investigations followed. This time, different scientists came up with very different conclusions.

 • Lindy’s car was investigated again, this time by the Victorian Forensic Laboratory, who stated no traces of 
blood could be found. It was revealed that what the first forensic biologist thought was blood was in fact 
sound deadener, a substance used by car manufacturers. The experiments found that orthotolidine, used by 
the first investigator, also picks up traces of copper oxide which is found in sound deadener.

 • With the assistance of a microbiologist and a chemist, an investigator carried out months of experiments, 
finding that half the time dingoes tore fabric, and at other times they cut it, with their teeth.

Lindy was released from jail in 1986, and awarded $1.3 million in compensation. A movie was made in 1998 
to tell the story. It was called Evil Angels and starred Meryl Streep as Lindy and Sam Neill as her husband 
Michael.

11.5 Exercise 

Resources

eWorkbook Using DNA evidence to solve crimes (ewbk-6504)

Weblink The story of Lindy Chamberlain — 40 years on 

Video eLesson Comparing and matching DNA profiles (eles-4220)

Additional automatically marked question sets

To answer questions online and to receive immediate feedback and sample responses for every question, go 
to your learnON title at www.jacplus.com.au. 

Remember and understand

 1. What type of forensic scientist looked at the bones of Alferd Packer’s victims?
 2. What is DNA?
 3. Who would have the same DNA?
 4. How is DNA used in forensic science?
 5. What experiments did the first biologist and odontologist carry out in the Lindy Chamberlain case?

Apply and analyse

 6. Kimberly Ruffner was a convicted offender whose DNA profile was already on file. What could police have 
done to exonerate Kirk Bloodsworth sooner?

 7. What do you think the second set of forensic investigators did differently in the Lindy Chamberlain case?

Evaluate and create

 8.  SIS  Research a miscarriage of justice that has been overturned by DNA evidence. present your findings to 
the class as a speech.

Fully worked solutions and sample responses are available on your digital formats.

Select your pathway

LEVEL 1
Questions
1, 3

LEVEL 2
Questions
2, 4, 6

LEVEL 3
Questions
5, 7, 8
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11.6  Clues from blood

11.6.1 Splat!
Even a tiny amount of blood left at a crime scene can give scientists and detectives valuable information. 
Bloodstains can tell investigators who was at the crime scene and what might have happened. Saliva and dead 
skin cells can also be traced back to an innocent bystander or a suspect.

Movies often show criminals cleaning up after a crime. They wash their clothes and wipe up blood spills. But 
forensic scientists can still detect traces of blood, even if it has been washed away. If crime-scene investigators 
believe that there may have been blood around, the area is treated with a fluorescent chemical such as luminol, 
which makes the blood fluorescent and visible under ultraviolet light. The treated blood is easy to see under 
ultraviolet light, as shown in figure 11.28.

An arc of blood spatters forms when the victim pulls away from an impact. 
The number of arcs tells how many impacts there were on the victim. Forensic 
scientists can even tell if the assailant was left- or right-handed. The pattern of 
blood splatters provides lots of information about what occurred during a possible 
crime.

LEARNING INTENTION

At the end of this subtopic you will able to analyse blood patterns and will understand how the determination of 
blood type can help in forensic investigations.

FIGURE 11.26  Blood falling straight down from a low 
height leaves an almost perfect circular drop. When 
blood drops from a greater height, there is a ring of 
small drops around the central drop.

a. b.

FIGURE 11.28  UV light allows blood to be seen — a. stains of blood in a bathroom and b. a bloody footprint 
under UV light.

FIGURE 11.27  Blood that drops from an angle 
leaves a trail. The trail shows the direction in 
which the blood travelled.

assailant    someone who physically 
attacks another person
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INVESTIGATION F.4

Exploring blood splatters

Aim

To observe how blood splatters appear in different conditions

Materials

 • fake blood
 • pipettes
 • butchers paper (at least 6 sheets)
 • ruler
 • protractor

 • gloves
 • plastic knife
 • clipboard
 • white paper

Method

Before you begin, write a clear hypothesis for each part of this investigation.

Part A: Effect of height on blood splatters

 1. Fill the pipette with fake blood.
 2. Release a drop of fake blood onto the butcher’s paper, from 10 centimetres above the surface, and label this.
 3. Repeat this by releasing a single drop of blood from 20 centimetres.
 4. Continue repeating step 2, increasing the height by 10 centimetres each time, up to 1 metre.
 5. Label all your results, and sketch your findings in the results, as well as including a measurement for each.

Part B: Effect of angle of impact on blood splatters

 6. Place a piece of white paper on a clipboard. Release a drop of blood from 30 cm above.
 7. Angle the clipboard to 10° and release a drop of blood, labelling this drop as 10°.
 8. Repeat this process, adjusting the angle of the clipboard each time by 10°, up to 60°.
 9. Sketch and record your findings, measuring the size of each blood splatter.

Part C: Effect of speed on blood splatters

 10. Dip a plastic knife in the fake blood.
 11. Holding the knife in your hand, walk slowly along a long piece of butcher’s paper, allowing the blood to drip, 

and sketch the pattern in your results.)
 12. Dip another plastic knife in fake blood. Repeat the previous step (ensuring you are holding the knife at the 

same height), but walk at a medium pace.
 13. Dip another plastic knife in the fake blood and walk quickly along the butcher’s paper.

Results

 1. Sketch your results for each investigation and outline your observations.
 2. Record the size of each blood drop in an appropriate table.

Discussion

 1. In each of the parts, identify the independent and dependent variable.
 2. In each of the parts, identify the controlled variable.
 3. Describe how a blood splatter is impacted by:
 a. the height of the drop
 b. the angle of the drop
 c. the speed of a walking individual.

 4. What differences would you expect in the three above parts if a greater amount of blood was used?
 5. Design an investigation that explores differences in blood splatters between right and left-handed 

individuals.
 6. Sometimes, rather than blood splatters, handprints or footprints are instead found. Outline some factors 

that you think would affect handprints and footprints.
 7. An individual has blood covering their hands and claps their hands to remove some of the blood. Sketch 

what you would expect to see in a blood splatter in this scenario.

Conclusion

Summarise your findings about the effect of height, angle of impact and speed on blood spatters.

elog-0729
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11.6.2 Types of blood
All human blood looks the same, but there are actually several 
different types of blood. In a laboratory, blood is tested to find 
out which of the four main groups — A, B, AB and O — it 
belongs to. Each of these groups can be further sorted into 
positive or negative. For example, a person could be A+ or A–, 
B+ or B– and so on.

Finding a blood type at a crime scene that matches the blood 
type of a suspect does not mean that the suspect was there. 
Many people share the same blood types. But comparing blood 
types does narrow the search. Blood can also be analysed for 
diseases or other features that link the sample more closely to a 
suspect.

If the blood types of samples from the crime scene don’t match 
the suspect’s blood type, then the suspect can be cleared.

FIGURE 11.29  You cannot tell the type 
of blood by looking directly at it.

O+ (40%)

O– (9%)

A– (7%)

B+ (8%)

A+ (31%)

AB+ (2%)

B– (2%)

AB– (1%)

FIGURE 11.30  Percentage of Australians with each blood type
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  11.6  Exercise 

  DISCUSSION 

  Even though many people can have the same blood type, blood type analysis can still be useful in solving crimes. 
Discuss with those around you if you agree with this statement, and as a group come up with your answers and 
share with the others in the class. 

Resources

eWorkbook   Evidence from blood  (ewbk-6506)   

Weblink   Australian Police — Bloodstain pattern analysis  

  Additional automatically marked question sets  

 To answer questions online and to receive  immediate feedback  and  sample responses  for every question, go 
to your learnON title at   www.jacplus.com.au  .   

 Remember and understand 

     1.  List the eight different blood types. 
     2. a.  What is the most common blood type in the Australian population? 

b.  What is the least common blood type in the Australian population?     

 Apply and analyse 

     3.  Explain how blood at the scene could be used to show that a suspect was not at a crime scene. 
     4.  A suspect has the same blood type as a sample found at a crime scene. Why is this not enough evidence to 

prove that the suspect was actually at the scene?  
     5.  The chemical used to make bloodstains visible is called luminol. Suggest a reason for this name. 
     6.  Use the internet to research how DNA profi les are produced. Find out the probability of two different DNA 

profi les matching.   

 Evaluate and create 

     7.  SIS   Research blood types globally. 
a.  Create a pie graph, similar to the one shown in  fi gure  11.30   showing the percentage of 

people with each blood type globally. 
b.  How do these fi gures differ from the fi gures in Australia?   

     8.  SIS   The provided diagram shows the blood spatter pattern at a crime scene. 
a.  Which direction was the blood travelling in when it hit the ground? 
b.  How many blows did the victim receive? Explain your answer. 
c.   Design an investigation that would allow you to observe the effect of direction and 

number of  blows (or wounds)  on a blood splatter.      

Fully worked solutions and sample responses are available on your digital formats.

 Select your pathway 

   LEVEL 1 
  Questions 
 1, 2  

   LEVEL 2 
  Questions 
 3, 5, 7  

   LEVEL 3 
  Questions 
 4, 6, 8  
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11.7  Clues in hair, fibres and tracks

11.7.1 Evidence
Wherever we go we leave some evidence behind and take some with us. Strands of hair or fibres from clothes, 
furniture and carpets can provide strong evidence that a suspect has been at a crime scene. Even the most 
careful criminals can’t stop microscopic fibres sticking to their shoes. They may not realise that they have left 
a single strand of hair behind at a crime scene. Many hairs and fibres look the same, until they are examined 
under a microscope.

11.7.2 Clues found in fabric
A forensic scientist compares fibres found at a crime scene, or on a victim, with those found on suspects’ 
clothes, in their homes or in their cars. Under the microscope, a forensic scientist can also tell if fibres at the 
crime scene had been cut or torn. This helps them to piece together what may have happened during the crime. 
Fabrics are made from either natural or man-made fibres woven together. Some fabrics are a combination of 
different fibres. Under a microscope, each type of fibre looks different.

FIGURE 11.32  Acrylic fibres seen under a microscope FIGURE 12.33  Nylon fibres seen under a 
microscope

FIGURE 11.31  Even the tiniest hair or fibre can be found at a crime scene to assist in solving forensic cases.

LEARNING INTENTION

At the end of this subtopic you will be able to explain how evidence can be obtained from hair, fibres and tracks 
in forensic investigations.
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  11.7.3  Hair 
 By looking at hair samples under a microscope, forensic scientists can tell whether the sample belongs to a 
human or a different animal. The scaly, outer covering called a   cuticle   is different in each animal species. 

 With a microscope, the thickness,   coarseness  , colour and structure of hair can be 
checked. Scientists can even tell what type of shampoo has been used to wash the 
hair. A strand of hair found at a crime scene can be checked with a   comparison 
microscope   against hair from a suspect. A match between the hairs could be used as 
evidence to show that the suspect was at the scene. 

 Hair that has been pulled out can have skin or other substances stuck to it. DNA 
testing can link these hairs directly to a suspect.     

  FIGURE 11.34    Merino wool fi bres seen under a 
microscope  

  FIGURE 11.35    Cotton fi bres seen under a 
microscope  

  FIGURE 11.36    Forensic scientists can tell if a hair sample has come from a person with curly, wavy or straight 
hair. Scientists can even sometimes tell the ethnic background of the person from their hair.  

cuticle    the outer layer of hair

coarseness    roughness

comparison microscope    
a microscope that allows 
two samples to be viewed 
simultaneously
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FIGURE 11.38  Dog hairFIGURE 11.37  Human hair

INVESTIGATION F.5

Comparing animal and human hair

Aim

To compare hair samples

Materials

 • microscope, lamp and slides
 • tweezers
 • tape
 • animal hair
 • feather
 • human hair
 • samples of fibres

Method

 1. Write a clear hypothesis for your investigation. What do you expect to see in each sample?
 2. Set up the microscope.
 3. Tape a sample of animal hair, human hair and a feather to the microscope slides. You may need tweezers to 

help position the hairs on the slides.
 4. Repeat this with any other samples you may have.
 5. View the slides under the microscope.

Results

Sketch your observations of each hair or fibre under the microscope, ensuring you include the magnification 
(10 x the magnification of the objective lens).

Discussion

 1. What are the main features of your samples?
 2. Explain some of the main differences you observe.
 3. Explain any similarities you observe.
 4. Compare your results with your peers. Did you have similar results? Justify why/why not.

Conclusion

Summarising the findings of your investigation, describe the differences between different hairs and fibres under 
the microscope.
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11.7.4 Tracks as evidence

Footprints and shoe prints
Footprints and shoe prints can be used as evidence 
in crimes, providing information about the feet of an 
individual and about the shoes being worn.

More often than not, individuals are wearing shoes 
during a crime. Marks on the ground can help narrow 
down suspects in a crime — whether they be 2D 
markings, such as markings made by a dirty or bloody 
shoe, or 3D impressions, such as shoe prints across 
a muddy path. Some different examples of these are 
shown in figures 11.39 and 11.40.

Shoe print analysis can help determine the size of 
the shoe. This, in turn, can allow for an estimate 
on height. In 3D impressions, shoe prints can also 
provide information that can help estimate the weight 
of an individual. Similar to fingerprints, they can 
be classified as latent, patent (visible) or plastic 
impressions.

While many shoes may leave similar shoe prints, other information can also be seen. For example, a missing 
aspect of a shoe print might be due to a bit of missing rubber or a rock lodged in the sole, which can help 
determine a suspect was at the scene of a crime.

Investigators often take photographs of shoe prints or make casts, allowing for the shoe prints to be explored in 
detail.

FIGURE 11.40  Shoe prints can be 2D or 3D impressions.

FIGURE 11.39  Shoe prints can have lots of variety.
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Tyre tracks
Tyre tracks leaving or entering the scene of the crime can often be used in forensics to help determine those 
present.

Similar to footprints, tyre marks differ between tyres. Differences may be due to:
 • the age of a tyre
 • the type of tyre
 • the brand of tyre
 • the type of car
 • the tyre alignment on the car
 • markings on the tyre (for example, some tyres may have dents or sections that have chipped off).

As well as this, the tyre tracks across all four tyres in a car may be slightly different, providing a unique profile 
for a specific car.

INVESTIGATION F.6

Analysing shoe prints

Aim

To investigate shoe prints left by different members of the class and identify who they belong to

Materials

 • butcher’s paper or white paper
 • anything that can allow a print to be made, such as dirt, washable ink or rolled-out (flat) playdough (ensure it 

can come off your shoes so you don’t leave marks everywhere)
 • detergent
 • paper towel

Method

 1. Lay a piece of paper flat on the ground
 2. Cover the base of one shoe with a substance that can make an impression.
 3. Allow the print to dry and write a number on it. (Your teacher should assign each student a number; do not 

share your number with others.)
 4. Carefully wash any residue off your shoe using detergent and paper towel.
 5. Look at each shoe print around the room and try to identify each shoe.

Results

Create a results table similar to what is shown below to record your findings. Remember to add a title to your 
table.

Shoe print number
Individual whose shoe print I think 
this belongs to

Individual whose shoe print this 
actually belongs to

1

2

Discussion

 1. Explain how you identified each shoe print.
 2. How accurate were your findings?
 3. What improvements would you make to help improve your identification?
 4. Do you think a shoe print alone can be used to convict an individual? Justify your response.

Conclusion

Summarise how shoe prints can be used to determine a person’s identity.

elog-0733
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Tyre marks can be 2D marks, such as skidmarks across a road during a hit and run, or 3D impressions, such 
as when a car travels through a muddy field or snow. Similar to fingerprints, they can be classified as latent, 
patent (visible) or plastic impressions.

These tracks may be examined through searchable databases from different type manufacturers, which may 
help narrow down the type of vehicle used. Tyre reference prints may also be taken from a suspect’s car and 
compared to tyres left at a crime scene.

11.7 Exercise 

Resources

Weblink Different evidence used in forensics 

eWorkbooks Exploring fibres, hair and tracks (ewbk-6508)

Read my lips (ewbk-6500)

Additional automatically marked question sets

DISCUSSION

A crime was committed at your school, and a student was found to have stolen money from the school canteen. 
On the floor of the canteen was a piece of hair, a piece of fibre and a shoe print. You are only allowed to 
investigate two of these to determine the culprit. As a class, discuss which two you would select and why.

FIGURE 11.41 Different tyre tracks may assist in forensic investigations.

To answer questions online and to receive immediate feedback and sample responses for every question, go 
to your learnON title at www.jacplus.com.au.

Remember and understand

 1. Why do hairs or fibres found at a crime scene need to be compared under a microscope?
 2.  MC  Select the option that correctly completes the sentence. A cuticle is:
 A. the same in each animal species  B. found only on humans
 C. the scaly, outer covering of a hair  D. not useful in an investigation.

Select your pathway

LEVEL 1
Questions
1, 2, 4

LEVEL 2
Questions
3, 5, 7

LEVEL 3
Questions
6, 8
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11.8  Life as a forensic scientist
LEARNING INTENTION

At the end of this subtopic you will have a deeper understanding of the job involved for a forensic scientist and 
will be able to explain the misconceptions caused from crime TV shows.

Apply and analyse

 3. Identify the hair shown as either dog hair or human 
hair. Explain the reasons for your decision.

 4. Describe what information footprints and shoe prints 
may provide at a crime scene.

 5. An individual’s car was found to match tracks that 
were seen leaving the crime scene. 

 a. Would this be sufficient evidence for a conviction?
 b. What other evidence might police need to support a 

conviction?

Evaluate and create

 6.  SIS  A detective found a small clump of human hairs 
at a crime scene. The hairs all showed evidence 
that they had been pulled out rather than falling out 
naturally.

 a. What might this suggest about what happened at the scene?
 b. What other tests could be applied to these hairs to help solve the crime?
 c. Write a brief report summarising the evidence and implications from this crime.

 7.  SIS  The following shoe print was found in concrete 
outside a store where a robbery had occurred 30 
minutes earlier.

 a. What conclusion may police draw from this?
 b. How many different shoe prints can be seen?
 c. The shoe prints belonged to a Mr P. Hollands. Write 

a script outlining the questions the police would ask 
Mr Hollands.

 8.  SIS  Design an experiment to compare the properties 
of different fibres or fabrics. Properties that could be 
compared include:

  • strength
  • elasticity
  • absorption ability.

Fully worked solutions and sample responses are available on your digital formats.

SCIENCE AS A HUMAN ENDEAVOUR: An interview with forensic scientist Rob Hayes

Rob loves his job because . . .

There are three different areas I get a buzz out of. The first is discovering something that has real significance 
to a case; that could be finding some unique components of a paint layer and connecting it to a suspect. 
For instance, if somebody painted a car to disguise it, and painted it close to another car, then you might get 
overspray. Sometimes the colour pigments are rare, and restricted to a certain time period or model of a car. 
Repair paints are often very different to original finishes, and so they are easy to identify. Another major thing I like 
is the variety of work and being part of a team. I also love learning about the amazing forensic techniques and 
instruments that are being researched and developed — the futuristic stuff is so interesting!
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Another day at the office

Ah. A typical day, this varies a lot. A forensic scientist 
could be doing anything from an investigation in the lab; an 
example is washing a $5 note with solvents and analysing 
the material that comes off it for evidence of drugs. Or, they 
could spend the day writing up a statement or report.

He can be called on to assist with all types of 
crimes

Over my career I have examined evidence from murders, 
assaults, thefts, burglaries, traffic incidents, drugs and 
re-birthed cars.

I’ve also worked on a number of hit and run accidents. In 
these cases I might have to match the paint marks left on the 
clothing of someone who has been hit by a car to a certain 
type of car.

I have been involved in cases where there have been a huge 
number of cars stolen. We work with investigators to decide 
on which areas of the cars may be critical to test, instead of 
analysing every part of all the cars. It’s a team effort. While 
we might compare the original paint job with the new ones, 
the Vehicle Examination Unit will look at the mechanical side 
of things to decide if the car has been re-birthed.

When evidence comes into the lab, a number of forensic 
experts from different departments will talk to the person in charge of the case, and then we all work together to 
decide who needs to provide their expertise.

And he gets to use some high tech gear to do it

Most of our work is connected to microscopes because trace evidence can be very small. Tweezers and scalpels 
can often be used when recovering evidence.

Many of the more sophisticated instruments we work with require liquid nitrogen to keep them cool. These 
include infra-red spectrophotometers and a scanning electron microscope. These instruments can help us 
determine what types of components items contain, and some can also measure their colour.

FIGURE 11.43  An electron scanning 
micrograph of a flake of rusty paintwork; no 
metal is visible. The blue top layer is a layer 
of respray paint. It is badly bonded to the 
original paint, which has three layers of green 
and orange. The bottom orange crystalline 
region is rust. This evidence may help to 
convict a criminal of re-birthing a car.

FIGURE 11.42  Rob Hayes

Job title: Innovation coordinator for 
Forensics

Employer: Victoria Police Forensics 
Services Department

Qualifications: Bachelor of Science 
in Chemistry and Pharmacology

Responsibilities: Rob is a specialist 
in paint and its composition, and 
uses his knowledge of chemistry 
to analyse chemical trace evidence 
in police investigations. Rob’s 
other responsibility is to coordinate 
research and innovation in new 
techniques and technologies across 
many disciplines, within the lab.
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  CASE STUDY: The CSI effect 

  The CSI effect is the public’s interpretation of 
forensic science, based on popular TV shows. 
For example, there are concerns that juries 
are beginning to have unrealistic expectations 
of forensic scientists during court cases, after 
watching TV dramas. Another concern is that TV 
shows are raising awareness among criminals, who 
are wising up and covering their tracks by taking 
shell casings from crime scenes, and leaving fewer 
fi ngerprints!  

  FIGURE 11.44    Do TV shows affect forensic 
investigations and criminal activity?  

 What would you say to anyone thinking of a career in forensic science? 

 It’s really interesting work, and when you fi nd something you love, then it’s not a job. If it is something you really 
want to do, then aim for it! With a little bit of luck and a lot of study and application, there’s no reason why you 
can’t succeed! 

 Is what you see on TV real? 

 There have been many TV dramas centred on forensic investigation. Detective work is a fascinating business. But 
is all we see true to life? 

Too much responsibility

 In most TV dramas, there are usually one or two detectives doing all the work. They attend the crime scene and 
seal it off, carry out spot tests and preliminary testing, collect samples, transport them to the lab, analyse the 
evidence or assist with a postmortem, interview the suspect and make the arrest! TV detectives would have a 
tough time convincing a court they were not   biased   with so much direct input into the case. 

 In real life, forensic experts are much more confi ned to their specialisation and often, the lab. The forensic 
photographer takes the photos, the fi ngerprint expert dusts for prints, and the forensic toxicologist looks for 
evidence of poisons or drugs. Each is a puzzle piece in the evidence that is presented to court, and often each 
forensic expert may not have knowledge of the whole case. 

 Speedy results 

 A lot of the scientifi c processes carried out by investigators in TV dramas are real to life. For example, the method 
of gas chromatography is used to separate components of mixtures to detect trace evidence. However, there 
are many complex, time-consuming experiments that don’t make it onto TV. The nature of a TV drama is that 
the case must be solved within a short time frame, but real life examinations may require numerous tests. For 
example, if police suspect a person has been poisoned, a toxicologist must carry out many tests for things like 
pesticides and heavy metals, and then work by a process of elimination. 

 The tools used by TV detectives are usually realistic, although there have been a few 
errors. An example was in one recent episode of a TV drama, a character used fi ctional 
computer databases. They were able to punch in trace evidence, and match it against 
records in a few seconds. In real life, this is usually a much longer process. 

biased    not objective; taking 
personal experiences and 
ideologies into account
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11.8 Exercise 

ACTIVITY: Real crime TV?

Choose a TV forensic drama, and select an episode. Watch it carefully. Using the information in this chapter, 
and other resources, pick out as many differences as you can between real life and the TV show. Present your 
findings to the class through a PowerPoint presentation, explaining what each difference is, and why it exists.

To answer questions online and to receive immediate feedback and sample responses for every question, go 
to your learnON title at www.jacplus.com.au.

Remember and understand

 1. Name the examination regularly carried out by both TV investigators and real-life scientists.
 2. What is the CSI effect?

Apply and analyse

 3. Describe four ways in which TV shows may incorrectly display the accuracy of forensic investigations.
 4. A report was filed regarding a hit and run. Outline three pieces of evidence that police may acquire to help 

identify the car involved.

Evaluate and create

 5. Using the information in this subtopic, provide a six-sentence summary outlining the life of a forensic 
investigator.

Fully worked solutions and sample responses are available on your digital formats.

Resources

eWorkbook Mystery in the house (ewbk-6510)

Weblink How accurate are crime shows on TV?

Additional automatically marked question sets

Select your pathway

LEVEL 1
Questions
1, 3

LEVEL 2
Questions
2, 4

LEVEL 3
Question
5

DISCUSSION

Form groups of three or four. In your group discuss why TV forensic dramas are not a true reflection of real-life 
investigations. Think about time frames and entertainment value.
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11.9  Forensics and the future

11.9.1 Forensic technology
Forensic technology has greatly improved in the last 
century. Modern science has re-opened old cases and solved 
mysteries that were hundreds of years old. Technology is still 
advancing quickly, and scientists are now able to investigate 
the extremely small world through nanotechnology, access 
a synchrotron in Victoria, and log onto fingerprint scans and 
DNA databases that match profiles in record time.

11.9.2 Nanotechnology
Nanotechnology is an area of science that is developing 
across the world. It is the science of extremely small 
particles — engineering at the atomic and molecular level. 
Nanotechnology deals with a size scale that is one billionth 
of a metre. It will enable forensic scientists to analyse the 
tiniest trace evidence (for example, tiny stains on clothes) for 
DNA that are still difficult to analyse with current 
technology.

Nanotechnology will also help scientists develop better tools, such as finer fingerprint powders, so that prints 
can be revealed on difficult surfaces.

11.9.3 DNA developments
DNA has been one of the biggest breakthroughs in forensic 
technology in the last three decades. The process of 
matching DNA profiles is getting faster and less costly, 
as DNA databases, such as the Australian Government’s 
CrimTrac, continue to expand and connect to each other.

Not only that, DNA profiles can be formed using only 
minute amounts of DNA. A process known as polymerase 
chain reaction (PCR), can allow for DNA to be amplified, 
using as little as a single piece of DNA to make millions 
of copies in a very short time frame. DNA profiling is 
no longer being restricted to humans. DNA databases of 
all main blowflies found in corpses are being developed 
in Australia, to help entomologists identify maggots and 
flies faster. The correct identification of flies is crucial to 
a criminal investigation because each species responds 
differently to certain environments and temperatures, 
providing information on what kind of environment a body 
has been exposed to.

FIGURE 11.46  A larger predatory brown 
fly feeds on a smaller green fruit fly by 
puncturing the exoskeleton of the prey and 
sucking the soft innards out. A DNA analysis 
of the fly will then show the DNA of itself as 
well as its prey.

FIGURE 11.45  Forensic technology has 
come along way in recent years.

LEARNING INTENTION

At the end of this subtopic you will be able to describe the possible future of forensic technology and how various 
breakthroughs are changing the way evidence is obtained and analysed.
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When the DNA of a fly is analysed, it is not just the DNA of the fly that is found. Anything that the fly has 
ingested is also found. Entomologists are developing techniques in which they can grind up maggots and flies 
found at a scene, where police suspect a body may once have been, and analyse them for DNA traces, proving 
whether there was indeed a body or a dead animal present at that scene. Organisms such as maggots, also 
provide information about when an individual died, which is important to know in forensic investigations.

11.9.4 An energy boost: The synchrotron
The synchrotron is a machine about the size of a football field. There are very few in the world, and 
Australia’s first synchrotron is in Clayton, Victoria. It works by accelerating electrons to almost the speed 
of light and deflecting them through magnetic fields so they create extremely bright light. The light is then 
beamed into experimental workstations, one of which will be a forensic lab.

Typical forensic samples are small and complex substances. Because they are a part of the evidence in a case, 
they must be kept intact. Scientists are able to analyse all types of substances such as bones, gunshot residue 
and fibres under the intense light, and gain a better understanding of their components. For example, using 
synchrotron techniques, scientists can identify forgeries and counterfeit money 
by analysing the colour pigments, or distinguish car paint pigments involved in 
hit-and-run accidents. Scientists are also able to develop anti-toxins and gain an 
understanding of complex molecular structures (figure 11.48).

ACTIVITY: Writing TV crime

Imagine you are a writer for the television show CSI: Crime Scene Investigation. You have been asked to write 
an episode that focuses on the following crime — a robbery at a school. The producers have asked you to draw 
storyboards (pictures that are drawn to display what a scene will look like) for the five scenes below. Each scene 
needs to include labels to indicate the major features, such as the evidence. As an extra challenge, add some 
dialogue between the characters.

 a. The crime scene
 b. The forensic investigators collecting evidence at the crime scene
 c. Forensic scientists analysing the evidence at a laboratory
 d. The dramatic arrest of the suspect
 e. A newer technology being used to help solve the crime

CASE STUDY: Drugged maggots

In the world of entomology, scientists are developing 
techniques to examine the presence of drugs in decomposed 
corpses. Sometimes it is difficult for toxicologists to identify 
drugs in tissue, but entomologists are looking at ways of 
analysing maggots found in corpses, for traces of drugs. 
Maggots consume the drugs in a body when feeding on it and 
this affects their development. Entomologists are examining 
these effects to help identify drugged maggots more easily in 
the future.

FIGURE 11.47  Maggots provide various 
evidence in forensics investigations.

synchrotron    a building-sized device 
that uses electrons accelerated to 
near the speed of light to produce 
intense electromagnetic radiation. 
This is used to produce data that can 
describe objects as small as a single 
molecule. 
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  EXTENSION: The parts of a synchrotron   

     1. Electron gun:  electrons are fi red from a highly-charged tungsten fi lament. 
     2. Linac:  the linear accelerator accelerates the electrons to 99.9987% of the 

speed of light. 
     3. Booster ring:  this increases the energy of the electrons. 
     4. Storage ring:  electrons are trapped in circular orbits by large magnets that 

steer them around. The electrons give off electromagnetic radiation as they 
change direction; this is synchrotron light. 

     5. Beamline:  the beams are focused to a specifi c wavelength needed for the 
particular research going on. 

     6. Experiment station:  there are many of these positioned around the 
synchrotron, in which different samples can be analysed by different teams 
of scientists.   

electron gun    a part of a synchrotron 
that allows electrons to be fi red from a 
highly-charged tungsten fi lament

linac    the linear accelerator in a 
synchrotron that accelerates the 
electrons to 99.9987% of the speed of 
light

booster ring    a part of a synchrotron 
that increases the energy of the 
electrons

storage ring    a part of a synchrotron 
where electrons are trapped in circular 
orbits by large magnets that steer them 
around

beamline    a part of a synchrotron 
that directs radiation through 
a monochromator and into an 
experimental station

experiment station    areas positioned 
around a synchrotron, in which different 
samples can be analysed by different 
teams of scientists

    FIGURE 11.49    The components of a synchrotron   

  FIGURE 11.48    Images of complex structures like this 
helped develop the infl uenza-fi ghting drug Relenza™. 
The synchrotron can also be used to develop anti-toxins.  
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11.9 Exercise 

To answer questions online and to receive immediate feedback and sample responses for every question, go 
to your learnON title at www.jacplus.com.au.

Remember and understand

 1.  MC  At which two levels does nanotechnology operate?
 A. Nano and molecular
 B. Micro and nano
 C. Atomic and molecular
 D. Nano and atomic

 2. What is the name of the Australian government’s DNA database?
 3. Which part of a synchrotron produces the electrons?

Apply and analyse

 4. What benefits will the synchrotron provide to forensic science?
 5. Describe how a national DNA database would assist forensic investigators. Provide three clear examples of 

this.

Evaluate and create

 6.  SIS  Research other scientific disciplines such as medicine and archaeology. Can you think of other ways 
the synchrotron might be beneficial to forensic science in the future? Create a report summarising your 
findings.

Fully worked solutions and sample responses are available on your digital formats.

Resources

Weblinks Nanotechnology and forensics 

The Australian Synchrotron

Additional automatically marked question sets

Select your pathway

LEVEL 1
Questions
1, 2

LEVEL 2
Questions
3, 4

LEVEL 3
Questions
5, 6
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 11.10  Review

11.10.1 Summary
Who knows who dunnit?

 • Two types of forensic investigators exist: police officers who are trained to collect certain types of 
evidence at a crime scene (for example, fingerprint and ballistics experts, and photographers); and forensic 
scientists.

 • There are many types of forensic scientists, all of whom specialise in different areas. Examples include 
forensic biologists, chemists, odontologists and psychologists.

Forensic toolbox
 • The modern forensic toolbox is sophisticated and complex. Crime laboratories were set up around the 

world in the 1920s, and this meant a more controlled environment was required when collecting evidence.

Discovering the truth through forensics
 • Developments in forensic technology, such as DNA technology, have helped to solve some old mysteries 

or cold cases, or re-open old cases that were hundreds of years old.

Clues from blood
 • Blood left at a crime scene can give scientists and detectives valuable information. Bloodstains can tell 

an investigator who was at the crime scene and what might have happened. Saliva and dead skin cells can 
also be traced back to an innocent bystander or a suspect.

Clues in hair, fibres and tracks
 • Strands of hair or fibres from clothes, furniture and carpets can provide strong evidence that a suspect 

has been at a crime scene. Even the most careful criminals can’t stop microscopic fibres sticking to their 
shoes. They may not realise that they have left a single strand of hair behind at a crime scene. Many hairs 
and fibres look the same, until they are examined under a microscope.

Life as a forensic scientist
 • The job of a forensic scientist may also involve coordinating research and innovation.

Forensics and the future
 • Technology is still advancing quickly, and soon scientists will be able to investigate the extremely small 

world through nanotechnology, access a synchrotron in Victoria, and log onto fingerprint scans and DNA 
databases that match profiles in record time.

11.10.2 Key terms

accelerants    a substance that spreads fire easily

anthropologists    people who are experts in humans and human remains

arson    the criminal act of deliberately setting fire to property

assailant    someone who physically attacks another person

beamline    a part of a synchrotron that directs radiation through a monochromator and into an experimental station

biased    not objective; taking personal experiences and ideologies into account

biologists    scientists who study the science of life

 Resources

Access your topic review eWorkbooks

Topic review Level 1
ewbk-6514

Topic review Level 2
ewbk-6516

Topic review Level 3
ewbk-6518
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booster ring    a part of a synchrotron that increases the energy of the electrons

botanists    scientists who study the life of plants

chemists    scientists who study the atoms and molecules that make up all substances

civil court    a court that handles legal disputes, not crimes

coarseness    roughness

comparison microscope    a microscope that allows two samples to be viewed simultaneously

compensation    money that is awarded to someone in recognition of loss or injury

counterfeit    an imitation or fake replica of money or a document

cuticle    the outer layer of hair

DNA    a substance found in all living things that contains genetic information

engineering    the field of science and technology that applies scientific principles to design and build structures

electron gun    a part of a synchrotron that allows electrons to be fired from a highly-charged tungsten filament

entomologist    a person who studies insects

evidence    facts or information that can be examined to determine whether a proposition is true

experiment station    areas positioned around a synchrotron, in which different samples can be analysed by different teams of 
scientists

fibres    a thread that makes up a material such as a piece of clothing

genetics    the study of genes

latent fingerprints    fingerprints that are invisible to the human eye

liability    an obligation, responsibility, hindrance or something that causes a disadvantage

linac    the linear accelerator in a synchrotron that accelerates the electrons to 99.9987% of the speed of light

odontologists   scientists who study the structure and diseases of teeth

partial prints    a small and incomplete section of a full fingerprint

patent fingerprints    fingerprints that leave a visible mark on a surface

pathologists    people who study the causes and effects of diseases, examining samples for diagnostic or forensic purposes

psychiatrists    psychologists that are also qualified medical doctors

psychology    the systematic study of thoughts, feelings and behaviours

speedometer    the instrument that displays the speed of a vehicle such as a car or truck

storage ring    a part of a synchrotron where electrons are trapped in circular orbits by large magnets that steer them around

suspects    people who are thought to be guilty of a crime

synchrotron    a building-sized device that uses electrons accelerated to near the speed of light to produce intense 
electromagnetic radiation. This is used to produce data that can describe objects as small as a single molecule. 

ultraviolet light    light that is invisible to the human eye but can be used to make certain substances glow

Resources

Digital document Key terms glossary (doc-35051)

eWorkbooks Study checklist (ewbk-6520)
Literacy builder (ewbk-6521)
Crossword (ewbk-6523)
Word search (ewbk-6525)

Practical investigation eLogbook Forensics Practical investigation eLogbook (elog-0735)
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To answer questions online and receive immediate feedback and sample responses for every question, go to 
your learnON title at www.jacplus.com.au.

Remember and understand

 1. How does a forensic psychiatrist differ from a forensic psychologist?
 2. True or false? A polygraph does not provide conclusive evidence of a suspect’s guilt or innocence. 
 3. a. Why is a notebook an essential tool for a forensic investigation?
 b. Explain why gloves are required.
 c. What are three possible uses for the putty found in a forensics kit?
 d. Why are tweezers used to collect some types of evidence?
 e. How is fingerprint evidence collected?

 4.  MC  DNA evidence would be most useful for:
 A. a forensic chemist
 B. a forensic biologist
 C. a forensic odontologist
 D. a forensic entomologist.

 5.  MC  What is orthotolidine used for?
 A. To identify the presence of fibres
 B. To identify the presence of blood
 C. To analyse DNA
 D. To analyse hair follicles

 6.  MC  An arc is a blood spatter that forms when:
 A. the attacker pulls a knife out
 B. a knife enters a victim
 C. a victim pulls away from an impact
 D. blood from the victim pools.

 7.  MC  Which of the following is not an advantage of using a synchrotron for forensic analysis of evidence?
 A. Used primarily for microscope evidence
 B. Evidence remains intact
 C. Provides highly detailed analysis
 D. Can analyse colour pigments

 8. The following evidence is collected from a crime scene. Which types of forensic scientist would 
investigate the:

 a. blood-spattered shoe
 b. bullet shell
 c. toxic liquid
 d. unknown victim
 e. computer?

 9. During an investigation, why is it important to interview witnesses to the crime?
 10. Why would it be important for a forensic entomologist to know the ambient temperature of the location in 

which a decomposing body was found?
 11. DNA evidence can be used to exonerate a convicted person of a crime. What does this statement mean?

Apply and analyse

 12. Bullet exit holes are often larger than the entry holes. Explain why this occurs.
 13. If someone said to you, ‘It is important for a forensic anthropologist to work closely with a forensic 

odontologist’, would you agree or disagree? Give reasons for your response.

11.10 Exercise 

Select your pathway

LEVEL 1
Questions
1, 2, 4, 5, 8, 14, 15, 20

LEVEL 2
Questions
3, 6, 9, 11, 12, 16, 17, 21, 23, 26

LEVEL 3
Questions
7, 10, 13, 18, 19, 22, 24, 25, 27
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     14.  It is a dark, murky London night and you are assisting Sherlock Holmes during his investigation of a crime. 
He has asked you to use the Bertillon method to record a suspect’s details. 
a.  Name three physical measurements you would record. 
b.  Explain why each of the measurements is important. 
c.  What are the fl aws in using the Bertillon method?   

     15.  Identify the fi ngerprints below as loop, whorl, arch or composite.   

     16.  Are there any other methods, apart from the polygraph, that could be used to determine whether someone 
was lying during an investigation? Describe these methods. 

     17.  In the Lindy Chamberlain case, scientifi c evidence did not initially provide accurate information. Explain why 
comparing evidence is important in all scientifi c experiments. 

     18.  If a victim and a suspect were both injured and left type AB blood at a crime scene, how would you 
determine whose blood was whose? 

     19.  Create a visual summary outlining the details that blood evidence from a crime can provide to forensic 
investigators. Think about pools of blood, drips of blood, spatters of blood and so on. 

     20.  MC   Which of the following blood spatters could be made by a droplet of blood: 
a.  falling perpendicularly from a great height  
b.  impacting at an angle?           

     21.  Describe an example of the CSI effect. 
     22.  Why has a DNA database been developed for the types of blowfl ies found in corpses? 
     23.  Crime investigation TV shows may reduce the number of criminals who are caught. Explain why this 

statement may be correct.   

 Evaluate and create 

     24.  A criminal found a lost cheque for $10 and decided to write in three extra zeros and the word ‘thousand’. 
He used a blue pen, the same colour as the original writing on the cheque. When he took the cheque to the 
bank, the teller became suspicious and called the police. 
a.  What steps would a forensic scientist use to prove that a different pen had been used to change the 

cheque? 
b.  What other evidence could be obtained to prove that the criminal had written on the cheque?   

a. b. c. d.

A. B. C. D.
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     25. a.   Could this fi bre in the fi gure provided be from an animal or from a plant source? Write down the features 
that would help you decide. List three different possible sources of this fi bre that could be found at a 
crime scene. 

b.  What types of further investigation might be necessary to determine the source of the fi bre?     

     26.  Some people are worried about the use of DNA databases. 
a.  What is a DNA database? 
b.  A database could be used to identify criminals more easily in the 

future. What other applications could the database be used for? 
(Think beyond investigations of crime.) 

c.  Why could the DNA database cause concern among the 
community? Justify your response.     

     27.  Consider all of the forensic techniques and tools you have looked at 
during this topic. Choose one tool or technique to research and write 
a summary to explain how this tool or technique could be improved 
in the future.   

Fully worked solutions and sample responses are available on your digital formats.

Test maker
 Create customised assessments from our extensive range of questions, including teacher-quarantined questions. 
 Access the assignments section in learnON to begin creating and assigning assessments to students. 

Resources

eWorkbook   Refl ection  (ewbk-3038)   
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RESOURCE SUMMARY  Resources

Below is a full list of rich resources available online for this topic. These resources are designed to bring ideas to life, 
to promote deep and lasting learning and to support the different learning needs of each individual.

11.1 Overview

eWorkbooks 
 • Forensics eWorkbook (ewbk-6494)
 • Student learning matrix (ewbk-6527)
 • Starter activity (ewbk-6528)

Video eLesson 
 • How a gun fires bullets in slow motion (eles-4218)

Practical investigation eLogbooks
 • Forensics Practical investigation eLogbook 

(elog-0735) 
 • Investigation F.1: Recreating a crime scene 

(elog-0723) 

11.2 The Forensic Herald

eWorkbook 
 • How observant are you? (ewbk-6496)

11.3 Who knows who dunnit?

eWorkbook
 • Forensic scientists (ewbk-6498)

11.4 Forensic toolkit

eWorkbook
 • Forensic toolkits (ewbk-6502)

Video eLesson 
 • Creating a rolling fingerprint (eles-4219)

Practical investigation eLogbooks
 • Investigation F.2: Are you a loop, arch, whorl or 

composite? (elog-0725)
 • Investigation F.3: Exploring UV light (elog-0727)

11.5 Discovering the truth through 
forensics

eWorkbook
 • Using DNA evidence to solve crimes (ewbk-6504)

Video eLesson 
 • Comparing and matching DNA profiles (eles-4220)

Weblink
 • The story of Lindy Chamberlain — 40 years on 

11.6 Clues from blood

eWorkbook 
 • Evidence from blood (ewbk-6506)

Practical investigation eLogbook
 • Investigation F.4: Exploring blood splatters (elog-0729)

Weblink
 • Australian Police — Bloodstain pattern analysis

11.7 Clues in hair, fibres and tracks

eWorkbooks 
 • Exploring fibres, hair and tracks (ewbk-6508)
 • Read my lips (ewbk-6500)

Practical investigation eLogbooks 
 • Investigation F.5: Comparing animal and human hair 

(elog-0731)
 • Investigation F.6: Analysing shoe prints (elog-0733)

Weblink
 • Different evidence used in forensics 

11.8 Life as a forensic scientist

eWorkbook 
 • Mystery in the house (ewbk-6510)

Weblink
 • How accurate are crime shows on TV?

11.9 Forensics and the future

Weblinks
 • Nanotechnology and forensics 
 • The Australian Synchrotron

11.10 Review

Digital document 
 • Key terms glossary (doc-35051)

eWorkbooks
 • Topic review Level 1 (ewbk-6514)
 • Topic review Level 2 (ewbk-6516)
 • Topic review Level 3 (ewbk-6518)
 • Study checklist (ewbk-6520)
 • Literacy builder (ewbk-6521)
 • Crossword (ewbk-6523)
 • Word search (ewbk-6525)
 • Reflection (ewbk-3038)

Practical investigation eLogbook 
 • Forensics Practical investigation eLogbook (elog-0735)

To access these online resources, log on to www.jacplus.com.au.
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